
Use engaging content and formative
assessments to cover Louisiana Student
Standards

With Newsela, teachers and students have thousands of
relevant texts from real-world sources to choose from,
with 10+ new texts published daily. And you can rest
assured knowing that Newsela content, curations, and
formative assessments are aligned to Louisiana Student
Standards for ELA, Social Studies, and Science. 

96%

Refresh instruction in Louisiana schools with
authentic and engaging content

Great content can make all the difference. The right resource facilitates meaningful classroom learning for
every student, while covering state standards and working seamlessly alongside the resources you're already
using. Newsela is packed with instructional resources that help teachers lead exciting lessons and motivate
students to participate, and can help you supplement instruction across subjects with the context and
relevance it needs.

 

Flexible and engaging content across subjects

Aligned to Student Standards for ELA, Science, and Social Studies

Works seamlessly alongside existing materials, including Louisiana
Guidebooks 

Differentiate instruction with leveled,
digital-first content

With all texts published at five different reading levels,
Newsela’s content is made accessible for every learner.

Automatically differentiated based on a student’s just
right reading level, teachers can continue their

instruction while ensuring every student can access the
same text.

Tailor instruction to your scope and
sequence with customizable text sets
and assignments

of teachers spend time every week finding unvetted
lessons and materials on Google when they don't have
access to great instructional materials. 

Read on for more information on how Newsela can support Louisiana schools and districts.

(EdReports)

Newsela works seamlessly alongside the resources
you already have with Curriculum Complements for
dozens of popular providers. Better yet, teachers can
curate content and customize assignments to work
perfectly with the instructional resources they're
already using, including Louisiana Guidebooks.

To learn more about how Newsela can support your school or district, contact your
dedicated Louisiana representatives:

Finding the Main Idea

ARTS & CULTURE MONEY SCIENCE

Baby Yoda toys are finally
arriving

Women outnumber men in
U.S. workforce for second
time in history

Let's be sincere: Forget
periods at the end of text
messages

Civic Literacy

GOVERNMENT LAW LAW

"We are still here": Native
Americans fight to be
counted in U.S. census

Protest songs make a
comeback

Support grows for
lowering the voting age to
16

Tara McOmber, District Partnerships Director
tara.mcomber@newsela.com
513-348-8888

Rowena Uttamchandani, Partnership Development
rowena.uttamchandani@newsela.com
678-335-6252

https://www.edreports.org/impact/why-materials-matter#s05/s05-2
tel:6783356252

